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Isn't it easy to relate to something 
that you share the love with?



The Baltic Sea is one of the most operated 
seas in the world 

&
Boating is increasing rapidly



...which has it's positive and 
negative sides as we know...



We Are all surrounded by the sea and 

dependenD on it

So why not to protect it together in a fun

and engaging way ?!  



The Baltic Sea region has as many possibilities

as the number of islands 

that need to be shared for a bigger audience!



ARE YOU READY TO CHALLENGE YOURSELF & OTHERS WITH 

BALTICSEAPP
SPOT your findings & SHARE your knowledge!



Balticseapp

Soon available on the iStore and Google Play

Google PlayApp Store

Linking different Baltic Sea Actions into one app
and show that everyone can do their part!



Plogging kayak

Helsinki Biennial will take place by the sea 
in the unique historical natural 

environment of Vallisaari. The name of the 
first biennial, the Same Sea, is a reminder 
that everything is connected to everything 
else and therefore mutually dependent. 

This has become increasingly evident 
during the current ecological crisis and 

coronavirus pandemic.

The Baltic Sea Plogging project brings 
together companies operating on the Baltic 
Sea coast and their customers to take care 
of the cleanliness of our beloved sea area.

Helsinki Biennial

15 8

the different stakeholders who work with the baltic sea

Challenges comes from 



aLL THE CHALLENGES ARE EASY to 
find UNDER the CATEGORIES



Each challenge will give you points to 
get different patches

100 points
300 points

1000 points
500 points



Let's challenge
each other through the

actions towards the Cleaner 
baltic sea!



VIDEO 2



All the different 

stakeholders

in one app, sharing 

their actions & 

challenging people 

to participate

OUR AIMS

Raising awareness & 

get boaters, youth and 

families participating 

in the conservation of 

the Baltic Sea 

in a fun way

Sharing knowledge 

from & for  

researchers and all 

the boaters around 

the Baltic Sea



TEAM AKKALAB

Michaela
Sweden

Patrycja 
Poland

Iida
Finland



LET'S MAKE THE BALTIC SEA BLUE ALL TOGETHER!

BALTICSEAPP
It's the time to connect ourselves with the Baltic Sea 

and people around it!

-S P O T & S H A R E - F U N - C H A L L E N G E - E D U C A T I N G -
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